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A. Answer the following questions by choosing the correct option:  1x15=15 

1. A cold ……….. was falling then. 

i. shower      ii. splash       iii. drizzle     iv. pour 

2. The ……. collars of pedestrians were high. 

i. t-shirt         ii. coat  iii. shirt iv. top 

3. The waiting man was uncertain almost to …………… 

i. guess  ii. confusion        iii. silence      iv. absurdity 

4. The man who came to meet the waiting man was ………… 

i. short  ii. tall         iii. thin      iv. fat 

5. While asking question to Bob the new arrival was ……….. 

i. pessimistic       ii. confirmed   iii. sure  iv. doubtful 

6. Jimmy was tall by ……………. as observed by Bob. 

i. three inches   ii. Two inches         iii. same         iv. Two-three inches 

7. Jimmy was doing …………… in New Work. 

i. moderately   ii. Excellent     iii. Not so good  iv. fair 

8.  Jimmy worked for a ……………. 

i. Government undertaking     ii. Government office    iii. City department    iv. private 

9. The two men started up the street ……………. 

i. hand-in-hand         ii. Arm-in-arm   iii. Walking alone        iv. Walking together 

10. Bob’s ………… was enlarged by success. 

i.politeness ii. egotism  iii. Calmness     iv. arrogance 

11. Bob recognized the man not to be his friend near the ………………….. 

i. bank     ii. Police station     iii. drugstore      iv. park 

12. Bob realized his friend’s nose has changed into a ………… 

i. Pomeranian nose       ii. Labrador nose   iii. Roman nose     iv. Pug nose 

13. Meaning of gets in groove is …………… 

i. get in order     ii. Gets in routine      iii. Gets out of hand   iv. Gets under control 

14. Bob was under arrest for ……………. minutes. 

i. fifteen      ii.five       iii. ten    iv. twenty 

15. Bob was the …………. man in Chicago. 

i. adored  ii. wanted     iii. Not wanted   iv. responsible 
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